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3GPP

3 Generation Partnership Project

5G-IA

5G Infrastructure Association

5G-PPP

5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership
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European Broadcasting Union

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU

European Union
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European Private Equity and Venture Capital Association
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Internet Engineering Task Force

IoTSWC
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Research and Innovation Action
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Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communications
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1

Executive Summary

D9.2A is associated to the Task 9.1 – “Dissemination and Communication Activities” (led by CTTC), which
implements the dissemination and communication of the project goals, software products, reports, results,
achievements, and other outputs.
In particular, this initial deliverable on dissemination and communication activities identifies the target
audiences, ranging from general public through scientific and academic communities up to specific 5G
stakeholders and market actors. In addition, the dissemination and communication channels and actions are
defined, while a thorough communication plan is developed, which incorporates innovative methods for
sharing information with the public and interested stakeholders, in accordance with the dissemination
strategy.
This deliverable will set the basis for the upcoming D9.2B and D9.2C (interim and final report, respectively),
which will detail the dissemination and communication activities until the end of the project.

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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2 Introduction
5G-SOLUTIONS is a flagship ICT-19 RIA project that supports EC’s 5G policy by implementing the last phase (i.e.,
Phase 3b) of the 5G PPP roadmap. The project aims at proving and validating that 5G provides prominent
industry verticals with ubiquitous access to a wide range of forward-looking services with significant
improvement over 4G, thus bringing the 5G vision closer to realisation. This will be achieved through
conducting advanced field-trials of novel use cases, directly involving end-users across five significant industry
vertical domains in five countries, i.e., Factories of the Future (Belgium, Ireland and Norway), Smart Energy
(Italy), Smart Cities (Ireland and Norway), Smart Ports (Norway) and Media & Entertainment (Greece and
Norway). In particular, 5G-SOLUTIONS will provide:
a)

Validation of more than 140 KPIs for around 20 innovative and heterogeneous use cases with 5G
performance requirements and that are expected to have a high future commercialisation potential.
These use cases will be field trialed both separately and concurrently with real end-user actors
through ICT-17’s 5G-EVE2 Italy and 5G-VINNI3 Norway/Greece facilities (with additional private 5GVINNI 5G nodes in Belgium, Ireland and Norway) thus validating their conformance to target 5G
technological KPIs specified for each use case, as well as their business potential, ethical and social
acceptance. The validation will be performed over 3 iterative phases corresponding to upgraded
versions of ICT-17 facilities over 3GPP4 Rel.15, Rel. 16 and beyond.

b)

Technological enablers for facilitating the execution of the field trials in an automated way, including:
i.
A unified cross-domain service orchestrator enabling multidomain slicing and 5G service
lifecycle automation;
ii.
An innovative smart KPI visualisation system for real-time analysis, presentation, benchmarking
and performance validation of reference 5G network KPIs against predefined target values;
iii.
Intent-based APIs for stimulating innovation and fostering the development, portability and
provisioning of new innovative applications by SMEs.

c)

Significant contribution to 5G standardization to a number of Standards Developing Organizations
(SDOs) and open fora, such as 3GPP5, ETSI6, ITU-T7, IETF8, ONF9, NGMN10, EBU11, etc.

The technical contributions of 5G-SOLUTIONS are, without doubt, the main priority of the project. However,
the dissemination of the developed ideas and the obtained results to a wide audience, ranging from the
research community to non-scientific public, is critical for the overall success and the impact of the project on
the society. WP9 aims at increasing the visibility of 5G-SOLUTIONS by coordinating the activities related to the
dissemination of the results and the communication of the proposed solutions. To that end, a set of tools has
been created to promote the 5G-SOLUTIONS solutions both to the expert and non-expert audience. This
deliverable of WP9 presents the initial dissemination and communication plan of 5G-SOLUTIONS.

2

https://www.5g-eve.eu/
https://www.5g-vinni.eu/
4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3GPP
5
https://www.3gpp.org/
6
https://www.etsi.org/
7
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/Pages/default.aspx
8
https://www.ietf.org/
9
https://www.opennetworking.org/
10
https://www.ngmn.org/home.html
11
https://www.ebu.ch
3
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2.1

Mapping Projects’ Outputs

The purpose of this section, and more specific, Table 1 below, is to map 5G Solutions Grand Agreement
commitments, both within the formal Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs
and work performed.

Table 1: Adherence to 5G Solutions GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions

5G-SOLUTIONS Task

Respective
Document
Chapter(s)

Justification

Sections 3,
4

The target audience for the
dissemination
and
communication activities
have been identified, along
with
the
respective
channels.

Dissemination of publications and white
papers: Along the project, the 5G-SOLUTIONS
partners will be involved in the preparation
and publication of articles in scientific
journals, peer-reviewed conferences, and
Task 9.1 Dissemination books. The approved publications will be
available in the internal document repository
and
communication of the consortium, and those with appropriate
copyright permissions will be publicly
activities
available through the project’s website.

TBD

D9.2B and D9.2C will
include the publications
and white papers in the
context of 5G-SOLUTIONS

Joint dissemination actions and events: The
project’s intermediate results will also be
presented in form of white papers,
presentations and online demos in various
conferences
and
industrial/commercial
exhibitions (e.g. MWC, Global 5G events, ITS
Congress, EuCNC) with the purpose of
commercially
exploiting
5G-SOLUTIONS
results and identifying new partners for
collaboration in the EU market. At the end of
the project, the task leader will organize the
final project workshop gathering both local
and international participants. To further
amplify the potential of the initiative, the

TBD

D9.2B and D9.2C will
include
future
dissemination actions.

Implement the dissemination of the project
goals, software products, reports, results,
achievements, and other outputs. The target
audiences will be identified, ranging from
general public through scientific and academic
communities up to specific 5G stakeholders
and market actors. The dissemination and
communication channels and actions as
defined in Section 2.2.1 will serve as a
baseline to achieve the goals in this task.

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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following options will be considered: (i) joint
organisation with other relevant 5G- PPP
projects, (ii) co-hosting in the framework of
other
well-established
events,
(iii)
organisation of a dialogue session with other
5G stakeholders, (iv) cooperation of 5GSOLUTIONS stakeholders with 5G-PPP
Working Groups and mapping of results.
Communication media: Ensure the creation
and constant update of all web-based
communication means, including the project’s
website (from M1 by EBOS), as outlined in
Section 2.2.1.2. Participants will also ensure
visibility of the project activities through a
number of traditional and electronic
dissemination material edited electronically
and sent out to a large pool of stakeholders
(Table 2.5) on a quarterly basis. Implement
the communication plan of the project and its
associated activities and create a set of
documents and tools, which can be shared
with consortium partners in order to
communicate the project’s goals and
outcomes. Relevant activities include: (i)
create and publish visual representations
(infographics) of information, data or
knowledge intended to present complex
information quickly and clearly; (ii) provide
effective support to dissemination and
exploitation
activities, whilst ensuring
effective and appropriate communication
towards various stakeholders, (iii) foster
community building and realize impact on
industry and research in Europe and
worldwide, (iv) gather feedback from relevant
stakeholders through networking activities,
and (v) monitor and evaluate communication
and dissemination activities.

Section 4

The website has been
already set up, while a
project poster has been
created. Future activities
will be reported in D9.2B
and D9.2C.

Development of the communication plan:
Development of the communication plan,
which will incorporate innovative methods for
sharing information with the public and
interested stakeholders, in accordance with
the dissemination strategy.

Section 5

The dissemination and
communication
phases
have been defined. The
detailed activities will be
provided in D9.2B and
D9.2C.

5G-SOLUTIONS Deliverable
D9.2A: Dissemination and communication plan

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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Initial report containing the dissemination and communication plans and activities implemented.

2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure
The structure of the deliverable is as follows.






Section 3, presents the plan for the dissemination activities of the project.
Section 4, describes the planned communication activities.
Section 5, provides details about the time plan of the dissemination and communication phases.
Section 6, lists the metrics of interest and the targets for these activities.
Section 7, includes the conclusions and next actions for this Task.

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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3 Dissemination Activities
This section outlines how the project will establish and organise the dissemination actions to promote the
project and the adoption of its outcomes beyond its lifetime.

3.1

Target Audience and Objectives

The general objectives of the joint 5G-SOLUTIONS dissemination strategy are to disclose project results that
can be used by the target audience to progress their own work, i.e., to build upon the knowledge generated by
5G-SOLUTIONS, fertilising the advancement of technology, science, industry and policy. 5G-SOLUTIONS has
identified a number of target audiences, which are listed in Table 2. The specific joint dissemination activities
will be tailored to the needs and profile of the target audience for dissemination.
Table 2: Target Audience Groups for Dissemination

Target audience
Academia

Description
Dissemination Objectives
Institutions primarily for education and early Consideration of results in updated
research
curricula, advanced courses and new
R&D initiatives
Public R&D
Institutions with innovation-oriented R&D Adoption of results in technology
and technology transfer (e.g. EU Investment transfer and new R&D initiatives with
Bank, Start-Up Europe, EC Digital Innovation industry
Hubs)
Industry R&D / Private companies that maintain R&D groups Adoption of results in product and
R&I
for new products and services, e.g. telecom service roadmaps and planning of new
vendors, such as Ericsson, Nokia and vertical products, services and future R&D
stakeholders
initiatives
Government
Governmental agencies mainly concerned Consideration of results in policy
with policy setting (e.g. Chamber of Development
Commerce, Regional Development Units)
IT experts from Developers of new services and applications, Adoption of results for development and
SMEs
typically for vertical industry requirements
deployment of new 5G-enabled
applications
Public/Private
Initiatives that leverage public and private Consideration of results in the planning
associations
resources and funds for joint undertakings of joint undertakings
(e.g. EIT Digital, European Private Equity and
Venture Capital Association (EVCA))

3.2 Dissemination Channels
A major element for dissemination relates to the joint and coordinated participation in any relevant activities
of the 5G-PPP12 and the 5G Infrastructure Association (5G-IA). 5G-SOLUTIONS will contribute to the brochures
and other material coordinated at 5G-PPP level, such as the “European 5G Annual Journal”13, the 5G-PPP
projects brochure14 and other material including videos15, as requested by the 5G-IA and/or the coordinating
support action of the 5G-PPP.
12

https://5g-ppp.eu/
2018 edition at https://bscw.5g-ppp.eu/pub/bscw.cgi/d257916/Euro%205G%20Annual%20Journal%202018-v1.1.pdf
14
Current edition available at https://5g-ppp.eu/flayer-brochure/
15
Project videos at https://5g-ppp.eu/5g-ppp-phase-3-videos-now-available/
13

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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Furthermore, 5G-SOLUTIONS has identified channels for the dissemination of the project’s results to scientific,
technology and industry communities. The specific activities will be tailored to the needs, clients and events
that will be used for dissemination. More specifically, the target audience and the dissemination channels will
be actively monitored and selected to achieve the highest possible impact in geographic areas relative to the
partners’ own planned activities. Table 3 provides an outline of the target audience and channels.
Table 3: Dissemination Channels

Target audience
Universities, Public R&D, 
Industry R&D through
Scientific journals


Universities, Public R&D, 
Industry R&D through R&D 
Conferences





Government,
Industry 
R&D, IT experts through 
Industrial Exhibitions and
Business Conferences

Government, Public R&D, 
Public/Private associations,
Industry R&D, Universities 
through Online Media


16

Channels
IEEE Proceedings, Internet Computing, Pervasive Computing, Vehicular
Technology Magazine, Transactions on Wireless Communications, Access,
Transactions on Network and Service Management, Transactions on
Communications, and Journal on Selected Areas in Communications;
IEEE Network and Communications Magazines, IEEE/ACM Transactions on
Networking, ACM Computer Communication Review
Wireless Networks – Springer, Elsevier Computer Networks and Journal of
Network and Computer Applications
ICC - International Conference on Communications
ACM SIGCOMM MobiHoc
IEEE GLOBECOM, DySPAN, NetSoft
IEEE 5G Summit 2020-2022
SPAWC – Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communications
Technology, Knowledge and Society
International Conference on Wireless Networks and Mobile Communications
EuCNC16 2020-2022, Global-5G Europe 2020-2022, MWC 2020-2022
CTTC, acting as the project’s Dissemination & Communication Manager, will
arrange a dedicated event for the project results, inviting chief R&D and CIOs.
In addition, CTTC expects to arrange a 5G specific workshop with major
telecom vendors and telecom associations in Europe to distribute the project’s
results.
www.telecoms.com, www.networkworld.com, www.techworld.com,
www.infoworld.com, www.itworld.com, www.techworld.com
Webinars/showcasing events (at least 6)
Online repository for sharing project’s results

https://www.eucnc.eu/

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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4 Communication Activities
This section highlights the communication activities that will be followed, including the targeted audience,
objectives and communication channels that will be used and followed during the project lifetime.

4.1 Target Audience and Objectives
The following Table 4 provides an outline of the target audience of the joint 5G-SOLUTIONS communication
strategy and sets out the communications objectives to maximise the 5G-SOLUTIONS project's exposure.

Table 4: Target Audience Groups for Communication

Target Group
A - Industry, SMEs
and Entrepreneurs

Description
Stakeholders from industry, network 
operators, SMEs and entrepreneurs,
operating in the 5G infrastructure
domain (e.g. EU Telecom Network
Operators, 5G Automotive Association, 
ICT WG of Enterprise EU, 5G ACIA)

B - 5G PPP
infrastructure
Programme
Stakeholders

Participants, project partners and 
relevant stakeholders active in the 5G 
PPP infrastructure (e.g. 5G Trials WG,
WG on Verticals of 5G-IA managed by 
TIM)

European initiatives and clusters, 
research communities, associations,
(e.g. ETNO NetWorld2020, Digital
Business Innovation, Digital Agenda, 
Innovation Union, 5G-ACIA, etc.)


C – Technology
Clusters

D – Researchers and Researchers and academics working in 
Academics
universities, research centres, R&D 
departments of industry

E – Policy Makers

Policy-makers at any level (e.g. Europe 
of Regions, EC Directorate for
Communication,
European
Radio 
Spectrum Policy Group)

F – Standards
bodies and fora

Standards bodies and industry fora (e.g. 
3GPP, ETSI, IETF, NGMN, IEEE)


General public and anyone interested in 

G – General
© 5G Solutions, 2019

Interest in the project
Utilisation of project's results in
operations and in their R&D activities
for new service and product
development.
Amplify
innovation
in
5G
infrastructure by blending 5GSOLUTIONS results with in-house
artefacts
Identification of common topics
Synergies and collaborations for
results promotion
Enhancing innovation through results
combination
Co-organisation of events
Inclusion of project's results to
collaborative
research
activities
(roadmap, white papers…)
Dissemination of project's results to
their members and stakeholders
Participation in project's events for
knowledge exchange
Advancing research post-project
Training personnel & students
Porting results to real-life industry
cases through the re-use of results
Evaluation of the project's technoeconomic and regulatory aspects
Definition of future research and
innovation directions based on
project's acquired knowledge
Development of roadmaps for
standards development
Pre-standardisation workshop
Input for standardisation activities
Understand the value of European
Page | 12
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Public

the project


research
Stimulate innovation in unexpected
groups of society

Based on the target audience groups identified above and their expected interest in the project, the objectives
of the joint communication strategy and their relation to the target audience groups are identified in Table 5.
Table 5: Communication Objectives

Objectives Description

A

B

Target groups
C D E F

G

Provide a clear view of the project goals and its results, including the 5G-PPP
      
perspective.
Create an active community of interested stakeholders and potential users and
     
collect knowledge and requirements considered by the project's activities.
Prepare the ground for the exploitation of project's results towards the
 
industry.



Create awareness of the project among the full range of stakeholders
impacted by the results.



Establish liaisons with other projects and initiatives for knowledge and
innovation transfer.

   

    

Support the dissemination and exploitation of results (including the 5G PPP
programme results) by formulating adapted key messages, and prepare 
 

adapted communication material.
Recognition of the results (including the 5G-PPP programme results) among
the research communities, standardisation bodies, potential users, policy    
maker institutions.

4.2 Communication Channels
The integrated approach to communication adopted by 5G-SOLUTIONS, combines a mix of traditional and
disruptive communication channels as listed below:


Logo and Templates: A common template and logo (Figure 1) supporting the identity creation/branding of
the project has been produced and will be used in all project presentations and publications.

Figure 1 5G-SOLUTIONS Logo

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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Online presence: A modern, dynamic and user-friendly 5G-SOLUTIONS website has been designed and
maintained by EBOS with the contribution of CEL (M1), acting as a web portal for public dissemination of
project information and results. The web portal will be regularly updated and will employ state-of-the-art
social media mechanisms (e.g. Blogs, LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter) to announce new information
concerning the project, its results, upcoming events, etc. and to engage the target audience groups. In this
context, CEL analysed and defined some style guides to develop and maintain the graphical identity
(definition of fonts, images positioning, colours, styles, etc.) of the project, that will be used throughout the
whole project website at any refinement. The initial page of the website is depicted in Figure 2. A detailed
description and analysis of the project’s website is described in D9.1, “Online project presence” which is
already submitted at M1 of the Project.

Figure 2 5G-SOLUTIONS Website

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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Interaction with peer projects, in particular within the scope of the 5G-PPP, including participation and
contribution to EC concentration and cluster meetings.



Event organization: The project will engage in the organisation of established conferences and workshops.
In this context project consortium members, having the necessary experience and track record, will
organise special sessions, panels, and workshops in top conferences as appropriate. In consent and in
cooperation with other projects of the 5G-PPP, the project will contribute to the organisation of a targeted
initiative for all stakeholders of the 5G infrastructure business, scientific and research community.



Industrial Workshops: The project will organise 4 industrial workshops (2 hosted by TIM, 1 by CTTC and 1
by TNOR) and 1 pre-standardisation workshop (hosted by IRT) organised jointly with other 5G-PPP projects,
to draw a complete picture of the achievements in Europe.



Showcasing: The 5G-SOLUTIONS consortium has plans to use and showcase its results in at least 2 public
events (e.g. Patra carnivals in 2021 & 2022). This is expected to generate the largest industrial and societal
impact on the various involved stakeholders, hence paving the way to a faster adoption of 5G technologies.



White papers in conjunction with the European Technology Platform Networld2020 and industry fora.



Promotional material: Layout and printing of flyers, posters, other materials as needed including but not
limited to brochures, A4-format information folder, poster, A5-format double sided distribution leaflet and
a 5G-SOLUTIONS project PowerPoint presentation template. A project poster has been already designed
and printed by EBOS (Figure 3), with the graphical support of CEL and exposed at the EuCNC 2019. The
poster is also available in Teamwork in the following link https://inlecom.teamwork.com/#/files/7093486.
Teamwork (as described in D10.3A “Project Quality Handbook”) is the projects’ file shared space, used by
the Consortium for information exchange and file sharing.

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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Figure 3 5G-SOLUTIONS Poster
© 5G Solutions, 2019
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Project documentation: Deliverables, technical reports, posters, and presentations will be made publicly
available in the project’s website and through social media channels.



Newsletters: Two electronic newsletters per year will be released presenting the main achievements.



Call for Ideas: An event for third parties (SMEs and spin-off of research institutes) who are willing to
contribute to the project with new ideas in order to address other use cases will be organized. The best
ideas to exploit 5G-SOLUTIONS results will be selected. Specific attention will be given to IPR issues. This
initiative will start in M24.



Horizon Results Platform: The results of the project could be potentially presented and exposed to
thousands of people through the Horizon Results Platform, which is a platform to encourage third party
exploitation of R&I results. At the time of writing this deliverable, this platform is under preparation by the
European Commission.

© 5G Solutions, 2019
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5 Dissemination and Communication Phases
Dissemination and communication activities will be carried out in four phases following experience acquired in
related projects, other works, regulations and best practices learned in the past. Each of these phases have
their own objectives and target audience groups and will perform the activities using the best-suited channels.
These D&C phases will be discussed and aligned with other projects of the 5G-PPP programme in order to
achieve an optimum mix of dissemination and communication for 5G-SOLUTIONS and the 5G-PPP programme
at large. Table 6 presents the four 5G-SOLUTIONS dissemination phases in detail.
Table 6: 5G-SOLUTIONS Dissemination and Communication (D&C)

Type of information
Target audience
Channels
Goals
D&C Phase 1 (Create awareness) M1-M12
Objective: To create awareness about the project’s objectives and expected results for as many 5G
Stakeholders as possible, leveraging the awareness that has already been created around the 5G-PPP
programme.



Presentation of 5GSOLUTIONS
Objectives
and
expected results of
5G-SOLUTIONS






Industry,
technological,
research and academia
Potential end-users
International
Stakeholders identified






Conferences, workshops
Brochures,
roll-ups,
posters
Website
Social media channels




General visibility
Attract
potential
customers, investors
and collaborators

D&C Phase 2 (Accelerate potential impact) M13-M26
Objective: To kick-start and boost the potential impact of the project through the elaboration of the use
cases, leveraging the achieved awareness of D&C Phase 1 to reach out to target stakeholder groups.




Presenting
elaborated use cases
of 5GSOLUTIONS
Demonstration
of
usage and results






Potential end-users
Specific technological,
research and academic
communities
5G
vendors
and
application developers







Conferences, workshops
Publications in journals
Special sessions in major
congresses/exhibitions
Website
Social media channels








Exposing
synergies
with
other 5G-PPP projects
Providing visibility
Informing
EC
authorities
Attracting potential
collaborators

D&C Phase 3 (Results) M27-M33
Objective: To leverage general awareness, to emphasise the use of the 5G-SOLUTIONS offerings and results,
and to attract users and customers of the project’s partners, thus increasing the impact through external
collaboration.




Presenting
elaborated use cases
of 5GSOLUTIONS
Demonstration
of
usage and results





Potential end-users
Potential developers in
ICT companies
Specific technological,
research and academic
communities







Conferences, workshops
Publications in journals
Special sessions in major
congresses/exhibitions
Website
Social media channels




Attracting
investors
Attracting
customers

potential
potential

D&C Phase 4 (Valorisation) M34-M36 and >M36
Objective: To demonstrate the usefulness of the results to internal and external users and customers and to
attract investors. To consolidate and publish the final scientific and business findings of the project in
national/international journals and online media.



Final
results
of
5GSOLUTIONS
User
oriented
demonstration
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Potential end-users
Potential developers in
ICT companies
Specific technological,
research and academic






Website
Publications in journals
Industry focused events
Client
demonstrations
and demos in major 5G





Attracting
potential
customers
Attracting investors
Informing
the
EC
Authorities
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communities.
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events



Demonstrating results
to existing customers
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6 Metrics and Targets
The following Table 7 lists the metrics and their corresponding target values, which will be used to measure the
outcome and effectiveness of the dissemination and communication activities. Deliverable D9.2B and D9.2C
will report on the degree of meeting these target values.

Table 7: Dissemination and Communication Outcome, Metrics and Targets

Communication
Activities

Dissemination
Activities

Metrics
Scientific articles
Conference presentations
Technical articles & policy briefs
Industrial workshops
Supporting events (Conferences/Workshops/Special Sessions)
Number of people participating in consultations and industrial workshops
Webinars/showcasing events
Demos in Fairs/Exhibitions/EU-related events
Showcasing events with end users
Number of webinar and supporting events participants
Press Releases
White papers, success stories, factsheets
Newsletters
Number of white papers downloads
Promotional Videos
Unique Web Visits
Blog posts, tweets including editorials and clippings
Media coverage (editorials and clippings)
Size of the community (incl. Twitter followers, mailing list subscribers, bloggers)

© 5G Solutions, 2019

Targets
>12
>20
>10
4
3
100
6
9
2
300
>3
>9
2/year
>1000
2
>5000
>3000
100
>1000
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7 Conclusions and Next Actions
This deliverable (D9.2A) has provided the initial dissemination and communication plan of the 5G-SOLUTIONS
project. Regarding the dissemination activities, we have identified the target audience and the main
dissemination channels that will be exploited during the project for the dissemination of the technical outcome
and results. In particular, it is expected that the most important project developments will be disseminated
through i) publications in scientific journals and prestigious conferences, ii) demonstrations in fairs, exhibitions
and EU-related events, and iii) online media, such as inputs to technical websites, webinars, etc. With regard to
the communication activities, the target audience and stakeholders have been also identified, while the
qualitative communication objectives have been defined. In the same context, the most important
communication channels (e.g., project’s website, newsletters, event organization, etc.) have been also listed.
Besides the target audience and the channels for the dissemination activities, we have also provided a time
plan for these activities, which includes 4 phases. The goal of the 1st phase (M1-M12) is to create awareness
about 5G-SOLUTIONS, while the 2nd phase (M13-M26) is expected to accelerate the potential impact of the
project. The core results will be disseminated and communicated during the 3rd phase of the project (M27M33), while the 4th phase (M34-M36 and beyond) will guarantee the valorisation of the project’s outcome.
Being in the 1st phase of dissemination and communication, our main goal is to create awareness about the
project’s objectives and expected results for as many 5G Stakeholders as possible, leveraging the awareness
that has already been created around the 5G-PPP programme. To that end, a monthly telco meeting for WP9
will be set up starting from M4 (September) to define the next actions. It is worth noting that, regarding
demonstrations in fairs and exhibitions, CTTC will participate in the upcoming IoT Solutions World Congress
(IoTSWC) and the Smart City Expo World Congress (SCEWC) that will take place in Barcelona during October
and November 2019, respectively, where the main objectives of 5G-SOLUTIONS will be presented.
Finally, D9.2A has also provided the quantified targets for the dissemination and communication activities in a
3-year horizon. The following deliverable of this series (i.e., D9.2B) will include an interim report on
dissemination and communication activities during the first half of 5G-SOLUTIONS.
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